JULY '95 PLAYLIST
RECORDS RECEIVED 7/6/95-8/4/95
ROBIN EDGERTON-MUSIC DIRECTOR
(201) - 678 - 8751, THURSDAYS 12-5

HEAVY AIRPLAY
GIRLS AT OUR BEST
ENNIO MORRICONE
LOVE
PYRAMIDS
SOUNDTRACK
STUART MOXHAM
DEAD C
TRASHMEN
VARIABLES
LULU
SOUNDTRACK
VARIABLES
RAMONES
UNITONE HIFI
DIRTY THREE
ITALIAN BAGPIPES
VARIABLES
KEIJI HAINO
VARIABLES
SUN CITY GIRLS
VARIABLES
BUCK OWENS & HIS BUCKAROOS
LES PAUL & MARY FORD
TINDERSTICKS
HOLIDAY
JERRY MCCAIN
THOMAS JEFFERSON SLAVE APARTMENTS
DANCING CIGARETTES
IVOR CUTLER
LEONARD COHEN
YOUNG GODS
MYSTIC FUGU ORCHESTRA
VARIABLES
STIFFS, INC.
THAT DOG
SUGAR
FRANK ZAPPA
HAL RUSSELL NRG ENSEMBLE

PLEASURE
A FISTFUL OF FILM MUSIC
LOVE STORY
PENETRATION! THE BEST OF...
KIDS
CARS IN THE GRASS
THE WHITEHOUSE
SURFIN' BIRD
THE STIFF RECORDS BOX
FROM CRAYONS TO PERFUME
WIZARD OF OZ
SUN ROCKABILLY VOLUME 2
ADIOS AMIGOS!
WICKEDNESS INCREASED
DIRTY THREE
ZAMPONE EN ITALIE
AXIOM FUNK: FUNKCROMONIC
A CHALLENGE TO FATE
UTOPIAN DIARIES: ANCIENT...
JACK'S CREEK
MONEY BE NO SAND
I DON'T CARE
GREATEST HITS!
TINDERSTICKS
HOLIDAY
THAT'S WHAT THEY WANT
BAIT AND SWITCH
THE SCHOOL OF SECRET MUSIC
LIFE IN A SCOTCH SITTING ROOM
THE BEST OF...
ONLY HEAVEN
ZOHAR
HILLBILLY FEVER! VOL. 3
NIX NOUGHT NOTHING
TOTAELY CRUSHED OUT!
BEHIND
LUMPY GRAVY
HAL ON EARTH

VINYL JAPAN
RHINO
RHINO
SUNDAZED
LONDON
VINYL JAPAN
SILTBREEZE
SUNDAZED
RHINO
ATLANTIC
RHINO
AVI
RADIOACTIVE
INCOMING!
TOUCH & GO
SILEX
AXIOM
LE SOLEIL ET...
SUB ROSA
ABDUCTION
ORIGINAL
SUNDAZED
PAIR
LONDON
MARCH
EXCELLO
ONION
OR
REV-OLA
COLUMBIA
INTERSCOPE
TZADIK
RHINO
ONION
DGC
RYKODISC
RYKODISC
ABDUCTION
HEAVY AIRPLAY CONTINUED
SOUNTRAIN
VARIOS
LEOKOTTKE
VARIOS
FARFLUNG
SENTRIDOH
VARIOS
SEKIRI
VERSUS
PALSHAZAR
HALF JAPANESE
DEREK AND THE RUINS
VARIOS
MALCOLM MCLAREN
ROBYN HITCHCOCK & EGYPTIANS
MINUS 5
XAVIER CUGAT
WAKE OOLOO
SCOTT WALKER
MARC BATTIER / HENRI CHOPIN
VARIOS
LEGENDARY JIM RUIZ GROUP
AMOEBC ENSemble
ROEDELIOUS
MADAME EDNA GALLMON COOKE

CLUELESS
SYMPHONY #1
6 AND 12 STRING GUITAR
SOUL HITS OF THE 70'S VOL 11
FARFLUNG
THE ORIGINAl LOSING LOSERS
JAZZ JUMPS IN : SWING HITS
THREE
DEAD LEAVES
THE REQUIEM TAPES
HOT
SAISORO
100 % LATIN SKA
PARIS
GOTTA LET THIS HEN OUT!
OLD LIQUIDATOR
SAY SH! SH!
WHAT ABOUT IT
TILT
TRANSPARENCe
LITTLE DARLA HAS A TREAT FOR...
OH BROThER WHERE ART THOu?
LIMBIC RAGE
THE DIARY OF THE UNFORGOTTEN
THE GREATEST RECORDINGS OF...

MEDIUM AIRPLAY
WILLIE NELSON
FOO FIGHTERS
LEE RANALDO
MASTER MUSICIANS OF JOUJOUKA
VARIOS
GERALDINE FIBBERS
VARIOS
LUNA
DAVE ALVIN
ELliOTT SMITH
MERLE HAGGARD
MAEROR TR.
T. DEMENGA / E. CARTER
BIFURCATORS
BUTTERGLORY
RICHARD TEITELBAUM
LOS MARAUDERS
SANDLER & YOUNG
MUSTAPHA TETTEY ADDY
KC AND THE SUNSHINE BAND
VARIOS
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS
VARIOS
OLD BELIEVERS
CRUEL SEA

A CLASSIC & UNRELEASED...
FOO FIGHTERS
SCRIPTURES OF THE GOLDEN...
JOUJOUKA BLACK EYES
BAND GEEK VS. MUSICAL GENIUS
LOST SOMEWHERE BETWEEN THE...
NEW BREED : LOUNGING
PENTHOUSE
ROMEO'S ESCAPE
ELliOTT SMITH
THE LONESOME FUGITIVE 1963-77
MYEIN
THOMAS DEMENGA / ELLIOTT CARTER
GANG OF 2
DOWNED : A SINGLES COLLECTION
GOLEM
EVERY SONG WE FUCKIN' KNOW
SUNSHINE DAYS
MASTER DRUMMER FROM GHANA
... AND MORE
IS THAT JAZZ? VOL. 1
SCIENCE REPORT VOL. 37
CAN'T KEEP FROM CRYING
SONGS OF THE NEKRASOV COSSACKS
THE HONEYMOON IS OVER

CAPITOL
NOT LAME
RHINO
ATLANTIC
FLIPSIDe
SHRIMPER
K-TEL INT'L
ALCHEMY
TEENBEAT
SHIFFAROE
SAFE HOUSE
TZADIK
MOON
GEE STREET
RHINO
ESD
PAIR
PRAVDA
FONTANA
BOND AGE
DARLA
MINTY FRESH
OVER THE COUNTER
CURIOUS MUSIC
NASHBORO

RHINO
CAPITOL
DRUNKEN FISH
LE COEUR DU MONDE
REVOLUTION
VIRGIN
NEW BREED
ELEKTRA
RAZOR & TIE
KILL ROCK STARS
RAZOR & TIE
ND
ECM
ARTIFACT
MERGE
TZADIK
TEENBEAT
CAPITOL
LYRICRICH
RHINO
UBIQUITY
AMER. INST. OF PHYSICS
TESTAMENT
SMITHSOnIAN FOLKWAYS
A & M
MEDIUM AIRPLAY CONTINUED

JANDEK
LOU DONALDSON
FUSHTSUSHIA
GATO NEGRO
VARIOUS
SIX FINGER SATELLITE
FELLS
SHINE EYE GAL
RICHARD H KIRK
MAXINE BROWN
UDI HRANT
IGGY & THE STOOGES
GEORGE JONES
GEORGE BRIGMAN & SPLIT
YUSEF LATEEF
LIZ PHAIR
SHOES
OTIS SPANN
RESIDENTS
ISAAC HAYES MOVEMENT
FUZZY MOUNTAIN STRING BAND
MIKEY DREAD
ALICE DONUT
VARIOUS
ISTANPITTA
PAUL BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND
A.F.I.
KISSYFUR
JIMMY MARTIN
VOMIT LAUNCH
ARNOLD SCHÖNBERG
FATS WALLER
SPIRIT LEVEL
PANIC EAR SERVICE
VARIOUS
ORFF - SCHULWERK
TRIAL OF THE BOW
JOHNNY YOUNG & HIS FRIENDS
LIQUORICE
YONA-KIT
ELECTRIC HELLFIRE
BRILLIANT CORNERS
VARIOUS
PILGRIM JUBILEE SINGERS
NEW KLEZMER TRIO
ANONYMOUS 4
VARIOUS
MILO FINE FREE JAZZ ENSEMBLE
SKULLFLOWER
PAUL DOLDEN
SUZANNE BOUCHARD

GLAD TO GET AWAY
THE SCORPION: LIVE AT THE...
THE CAUTION APPEARS
VITAL FORCE DUB
SPIRIT OF '73
SEVERE EXPOSURE
AMPED
BRUKDON FROM BELIZE
THE NUMBER OF MAGIC
GREATEST HITS
THE EARLY RECORDINGS VOL. 1
ROUGH POWER
SINGS THE HITS OF HIS...
I CAN HEAR THE ANTS DANCIN'
PLAYS BALLADS
JUVENILIA
FRET BUZZ
OTIS SPANN'S CHICAGO BLUES
GINGERBREAD MAN
RAW & REFINED
THE FUZZY MOUNTAIN STRING BAND
DUB PARTY
PURE ACID PARK
SO YOU WANNA BE A ROCK N'...
14 C. DANCES
THE ORIGINAL LOST ELEKTRA...
ANSWER THAT AND STAY...
FRAMBOESA
YOU DON'T KNOW MY MIND
DOGEARED
CHAMBER MUSIC
FATS WALLER
KINDRED SPIRITS
GRAND RAPIDS
GREAT SPEECHES
VOLUME TWO / MUSIK FUR KINDER
ORNAMENTATION
JOHNNY YOUNG & HIS FRIENDS
LISTENING CAP
YONA-KIT
KISS THE GOAT
JOYRIDE + 6 & SS20...
LOGOS WORKS
HOMECOMING
MELT ZONK REWIRE
ANCIENT VOICES
RED HOT + BOtherED
APRIL / OCTOBER 1991
ARGON
L'IVRESSE DE LA VITESSE
ERIC

CORWOOD INDUSTRIES
BLUE NOTE
LE SOLEIL ET L'ACIER
ROIR
EPIC
SUB POP
WESTWORLD
CORASON
TVT
TOMATO
TRAD. CROSSROADS
BOMP
RAZOR & TIE
OR
YAL RECORDS
MATADOR
BLACK VINYL
TESTAMENT
ESD
POINTBLANK
ROUNDER
ROIR
ALT. TENTACLES
GEIL!
LYRICHORD
RHINO
WINGNUT
STALIGHT FURNITURE
ROUNDER
TEENBEAT
MONTAIGNE
MILAN
UBIQUITY
ECHONET
RHINO
CELESTIAL HARMONIES
RELEASE
TESTAMENT
4AD
SKIN GRAFT
CLEOPATRA
BLISS OUT ENT.
XI
NASHBORO
TZADIK
HARMONIA MUNDI
KINETIC
SHIH SHIH WU AI
FREK
EMPREINTES DIGITALES
CAPITOL
LIGHT AIRPLAY
FUNKDOOBIE
DRY NOD
ERIC AMBEL & ROSCOE'S GANG
PHIL KRAUTH
SPEEDBALL BABY
ATOI
VARIOUS
EARTH CRISIS
IVAN TCHEREPNIN
VARIOUS
LEAD BELLY
BROOKLYN ALL STARS
VARIOUS
ENSEMBLE RASA
KATE ST. JOHN
STUART DEMPSTER
RANDY WESTON
SOUNDTRACK
SMITHS
CHURCH OF BETTY
ROCKERS HI-FI
BLAZERS
ADAMA DIABETE
KLEZMATICS
ZAIKO LANGA LANGA
DREAM SYNDICATE
VARIOUS
JOLLY ROGER
DON WALSER
PGR
TIMOTHY BROCK
PAUL WELLER
MOTORHOME
JEAN REDPATH W/ ABBY NEWTON
JOHN SINCLAIR & HIS BLUES...
VARIOUS
GIRLS OF CAMP ROMACA
NAVY JET NOISE
DRIP TANK
HAY, WHITMORE, DUTZ
VARIOUS
RODRIGO & FLORES
WHALE
YUSEF LATEEF & ARCHIE SHEPP
ALLSTONIANS
BLUE MOUNTAIN
ANGER
ANTIQUARIAN ARROW
SICKO
CHIEFTAINS
HAL RAMMEL / JOHN CORBETT
DAVID KANE'S THEM JAZZBEARDS
BROTHAS DOOBIE
LIVE IN CONCERT
LOUD & LONESOME
COLD MORNING
GET STRAIGHT FOR THE LAST...
SONIC ACUPUNCTURE
JEWEL SPOTLIGHTS IN BLUES VOL2
DESTROY THE MACHINES
FLORES MUSICALES...
TEXANS LIVE FROM...
THE TITANIC
THE BEST OF
GROOVES VOL. 7
LETTONIE
INDESCRIBABLE NIGHT
UNDERGROUND OVERLAYS FROM...
TANJAH
INCREDIBLY TRUE ADVENTURES OF...
SINGLES
IN SEARCH OF SPIRITUAL...
ROCKERS TO ROCKERS
EAST SIDE SOUL
JAKO BAYE
JEWS WITH HORN
AVIS DE RECHERCHE
THE DAY BEFORE WINE AND ROSES
XENOPHILE MUSIC FOR A...
JOLLY ROGER
THE ARCHIVE SERIES VOL. 1
THE MORNING BOOK OF SERPENTS
BERLIN: SYMPHONY OF A GREAT...
STANLEY ROAD
SEX VEHICLE
LOWLANDS
FULL MOON
TROUBADORS OF FOLK VOL. 5
CAMP ROMACA FOR GIRLS 1968
MINT FLAVORED STATIC
SPRAWL
OTHER PARTS
MOROCCAN STREET MUSIC
FLAMENCO CARAVAN
PAY FOR ME
TENORS OF YUSEF LATEEF AND...
GO YOU!
DOG DAYS
IF PUNK IS DEAD
GEMS OF MASOCHISM
LAUGH WHILE YOU CAN MONKEY BOY
THE BEST OF THE CHIEFTAINS
THE DEVIL'S IN THE DETAILS
SOUNDTRACK FOR HIGHLABLS,...
IMMORTAL
DOUBLE NAUGHT
ROSCOE'S GANG
TEENBEAT
PCP
SILENT
JEWEL
VICTORY
CRI
BLUE PLATE
ROUNDER
NASHBORO
WARNER SPEC. PROD.
INEDIT
ALL SAINTS
NEW ALBION
VERVE
MILAN
REPRISE
PONK
GEE STREET
ROUNDER
STERN'S MUSIC
XENOPHILE
STERN'S MUSIC
ATAVISTIC
XENOPHILE
OR
WATERMELON
SILENT
K
LONDON
DIRT
ROUNDER
TOTAL ENERGY
RHINO
ROMACA
LOGX
HEADHUNTER
FULLSCALE
LYRICHORD
LYRICHORD
VIRGIN
YAL RECORDS
MOON
ROADRUNNER
ANGER
AMALGAMATED
EMPTY
LEGACY
PENUMBRA
ALERT
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
BRAVE COMBO  
SCREW 32  
BANCO DE GAIA  
JUNIOR REID & THE BLOODS  
MYSTIC REVEALERS  
HERBIE MANN  
MUDDY WATERS & OTIS SPANN  
SPINNERS  
ROSCOE SHELTON  
INSURGENCE  
FRANCISCO MARIO  
HARRY T. BURLEIGH  
TIM & PAUL  
PROBLEMATICS  
EDWARD R. MURROW & OTHERS  
VARIOUS  
LOS ROMEROS  
SHINES  
JOHN CUNNINGHAM  
WALTON / CARTER / HIGGINS  
VARIOUS  
DUB NARCOTIC SOUND SYSTEM  
JOHNNY MANN SINGERS  
FEDERICO MOMPOU  
TO LIVE AND SHAVE IN L.A.  
CANHOTO DA PARAIBA  
VARIOUS  
EXTREME NOISE TERROR  
DRUNKEN BOAT  
ENRICO RAVA  
STEVE LACY QUARTET  
CONNIE SPEED & NEW JAZZ ...  
LOUIS ARMSTRONG  
VARIOUS  
WAKEFIELD  
THUMPER  
THE HYDROGEN TERRORS  
EDDY CLEARWATER  
ANDREW LAMB  
VARIOUS  
NOVELLAS  
VARIOUS  
TINA , AGE 13  
CESARIA EVORA  
VARIOUS  
HASKELLS  
MAGADOG  
KEVIN WELCH  
VARIOUS  
HILLIARD ENSEMBLE  
FEMI KUTI  
ROMANIA  
VARIOUS  
THE HOKEY POKEY  
UNRESOLVED CHILDHOOD ISSUES  
LAST TRAIN TO LHASA  
JUNIOR REID & THE BLOODS  
SPACE AND TIME  
THE BEST OF  
COLLABORATION  
MIGHTY LOVE  
SINGS  
RIPE FOR THE TRADE OFF  
RETRATOS  
DEEP RIVER  
HEAR MY HEART  
BLOWN OUT  
I CAN HEAR IT NOW 1919-1949  
EAR OF THE DRAGON  
SPANISH GUITAR FAVORITES  
SHINES  
BRINGING IN THE BLUE  
MY FUNNY VALENTINE  
EXPLORATIONS  
RHYTHM RECORD V.1 ECHOS FROM  
BEST OF ...  
MUSICA CALLADA  
VEDDER VEDDER BEDWETTER  
WALKING ON COALS  
CLASSIC BLUES VOL. 2  
RETRO - BUTION  
DRESSY HAT  
ELECTRIC FIVE  
REVENUE  
THE BEST THING IN LIFE  
JAZZ TRIBUNE NO. 43  
LITTLE BUDDHA : SECRET OF ...  
SUPERSTARS ON 45  
THUMPER  
THE EROTIc ADVENTURES OF ...  
BOOGIE MY BLUES AWAY  
PORTRAIT IN THE MIST  
HARDVARK  
LETTERS HOME  
FOLLOW THE BOUNCING BALL  
ALCOHOLIC FATHER OF MY INNER  
CESARIA EVORA  
POSTCARDS FROM AMERICA  
HOPSCOTCH AND BOURBON  
MAGADOG  
LIFE DOWN HERE ON EARTH  
MUSIC OF VIETNAM VOL. 2  
CODEX SPECIALNIK  
FEMI KUTI  
REMODEL  
INTO THE MYSTIC  
DEN TONE  
WINGNUT  
PLANET DOG  
RAS  
RAS  
ATLANTIC  
TOMATO  
RHINO  
NASHBORO  
CRISIS  
MILESTONE  
NORTHEASTERN  
C & S  
OR  
CBS  
FORTUNE 5  
PHILIPS CLASSICS  
SKY  
LA-DI-DA  
EVIDENCE  
UBIQIUTY  
K  
K-TEL  
ECM  
FIFTH COLUMN  
MILESTONE  
RONN  
EARACHE  
YESHA  
SOUL NOTE  
SOUL NOTE  
J'S WAY  
RCA  
MILAN  
TEENBEAT  
DOT DOT DASH  
LOAD  
DELMARK  
DELMARK  
PURGE  
REFINERY TOWN  
BA DA BING !  
BROKEN REKIDS  
NONE SUCH  
LONDON  
FLIPSIDE  
MOON  
DEAD RECKONING  
CELESTIAL HARMONIES  
ECM  
TABU  
TEENBEAT  
WORLDLY MUSIC
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED

TERRY ANDERSON
JAMES MC MURTRY
BILL EVANS
MONTREAL JUBILATION GOSPEL ... VARIOUS
SLAPSHOT
A.C.
MARTY EHRLICH'S DARK WOODS ... IVAN DAVIS
SOUTHERN TRADITIONAL SINGERS
POLLENATE
CARLENE CARTER
CECIL PAYNE
FRANK ZAPPA
LARRY LONG
STEVE FORBERT
GLENN HORIUCHI
CUPPA JOE
BILL COLEMAN
MEZZ MEZZROW
ARSENALES
VARIOUS
PRIESTS & CHOIR OF CATHEDRAL...
OB1
KYUSS
VARIOUS
CHARLIE HADEN
UPSALA COLLEGE CHOIR
WILLIAM HOOKER
TRAILSIDE RANGERS
TERENCE BLANCHARD
RED HOT S
DAMBUILDERS
MILT JACKSON
STEVE WILLIAMSON
LEE KONITZ
JEROME HARRIS
CHARLES BROWN
STAR HUSTLER
DUH
STRANGLMARTIN
E. PIERANUNZI / P. MOTIAN
PEGGY GLANVILLE-HICKS
BENNY GOODMAN
DAO DEZI
J. PARDO Y C. DOMINGUEZ
LARRY GOLDINGS TRIO
RICKY FORD QUINTET
LOOSE DIAMONDS
VARIOUS
RITA FALBEL
ROTATOR CUFF
VARIOUS
YOU DON'T LIKE ME
WHERE'D YOU HIDE THE BODY
ON GREEN DOLPHIN STREET
JUBILATION VI - LOOKING BACK
UP & DOWN CLUB SESSIONS VOL. 1
UNCONSCIOUSNESS
TOP 40 HITS
JUST BEFORE THE DAWN
THE WIND DEMON
THE SOCIAL HARPO
SNORKEL TYPE
C'EST C BON
SIRUPA
YOU CAN'T DO THAT ON STAGE V2
LIVING IN A RICH MAN'S WORLD
MISSION OF THE CROSSROAD PALMS
KENZO'S VISION
NUITRERE
PETITE FLEUR
MEZZ MEZZROW
STOMP
DANCEHALL KINGS
ST. PETERSBURG LITANY
ANUBISMATIST
... AND THE CIRCUS LEAVES TOWN
KOMOTION SOUND MAGAZINE VOL. 8
THE MONTREAL TAPES
UPSALA COLLEGE CHOIR
ARMAGEDDON
GREAT DIVIDE
ROMANTIC DEFIANCE
READY TO ROLL !
RUBY RED
BURNIN' IN THE WOODHOUSE
JOURNEY TO TRUTH
RHAPSODY
HIDDEN IN PLAIN VIEW
BLUES N' BROWN
MENDICANT
THE UNHOLY HANDJOB
FOR THE SAKE OF ARGUMENT
FLUX AND CHANGE
NAUSICAA
THE INDISPENSABLE WORLD MIX ALBUM
10 DE PACO
LIGHT BLUE
TENOR MADNESS TOO !
NEW LOCATION
NEW RELEASES JUNE 1995
TIMEPIECES: BETWEEN JEWISH
ROTATOR CUFF
FLIPSIDE DESERT SHOW ...

ESD
COLUMBIA
MILESTONE
KOCH
PRAWN SONG
GEIL !
EARACHE
NEW WORLD
NEW WORLD
ROUNDER
OVER THE COUNTER
RAZOR & TIE
DELMARK
RYKODISC
ATOMIC THEORY
GIANT
ASIAN IMPROV
DROMEDARY
MILAN
MILAN
MOON
TVT
DEUTSCHE GRAMAPHON
HYPNOTIC
ELEKTRA
KOMOTION INT'L
VERVE
UPSALA COLLEGE
HOMESTEAD
FUNKY MUSHROOM
COLUMBIA
FIRE ANT
EAST WEST
QWEST
VERVE FORECAST
EVIDENCE
NEW WORLD
JEWEL
DIRT
ALT. TENTACLES
SAFE HOUSE
SOUL NOTE
CRI
RCA
METRO BLUE
MILESTONE
MINOR MUSIC
MUSE
DOS
VERVE
GLOBAL VILLAGE
PARK AND RIDE
FLIPSIDE
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
CHRIS ISAAK
WILLIAM PARKER
SAGE
STRESS MAGNETS
STEAKDADDY SIX
SOUNDTRACK

CASSETTES
SAM ULANO
ANDY TEIRSTEIN
WCKR SPGT
B.B. KING
WIREFORK

SINGLES
WEEKEND
CLOUDS
DANNY FRANKEL
BABY STEPS
SOUTHERN CULTURE ON THE SKIDS
MR. QUARK
MASSIVE ATTACK
NICK LOWE & IMPOSSIBLE BIRDS
GHOST
GUYNER
GUIDED BY VOICES
JICKETS
THE INVALIDS
ASHLEY STOVE
BALDHEADED STEPCHILDREN
RANCID HELL SPAWN
BETTIE SERVEERT
THEE HEADCOATEES
LINK WRAY
VERBENA
FRANKENFINGER
TULLYCRAFFT
LINK WRAY
SOUL-JUNK
SECRET SQUARE
LES PETITS FIERS
SUPERSUCKERS
HAMMERHEAD
WAT TYLER
SQUIRTGUN
CRAG MACK
BALLOON SQUAD
NELS CLINE TRIO
AGENT 99
CAPERS
VELVETEEN
MEWLIP

LIVE FROM BIMBOS 365 CLUB
AN OLD SONG RESUNG
7TH STANDARD RD
THESE ARE MY BOYS
HOUSTONIA
OUT OF IRELAND

TELLS DRUM FAIRY TALES 2
MANNAHATTA
CRTV
TREASURES FROM THE VAULT
WIREFORK

'8! DEMOS
BANG! BANG!
JUPITER, NOW!
AIR ON A G-STRING
SOUL CITY
ENJOY NUOC-MAM W/MR. QUARK
KARMACOMA
LIVE! ON THE BATTLEFIELD
MOONGOD AIR CAVE
KNIGHT MOVES EP
MOTORWAY
JICKETS
PUNKER THAN ME
SONGS OF SOUPS AND STEWS
BILKAMENJO
TEENAGE LARD
SOMETHING SO WILD
BALLAD OF THE INSOLENT PUP
ACE OF SPADES
I SAY SO
E.P.
BAILEY PARK
JACK THE RIPPER
GO AWAY
SECRET SQUARE SONG
LES PETITS FIERS
BORN WITH A TAIL
DUH, THE BIG CITY
I WANNA BE BILLIE JOE
SHENANIGANS
WHEN GOD COMES
MAY PANGS & JUNE FORAYS
LADY SPEED STICK
THE BIGGEST BOY
MAHLZEIT!
BIG INVITATION
ONLY IF YOU ASK NICELY

REPRISE
NEW WORLD
WILL
GO-KART
12 INCH
SHANACHIE

SAM ULANO
ANIMAL STONE PROD.
SHRIMPER
PAULA
WIREFORK

VINYL JAPAN
ELEKTRA
W.I.N.
WORRYBIRD
DGC
DARK BELOVED CLOUD
VIRGIN
UPSTART
THE NOW SOUND
MERGE
MATADOR
HELLO
LOOKOUT!
AMISH
MERRY DOGGER
WRENCH
MATADOR
VINYL JAPAN
NORTON
MERGE
ALBERT AYLER'S JUKEBOX
CHER DOLL
NORTON
SUB POP
ELEPHANT SIX
LES PETITS FIERS
SUB POP
AMPHETAMINE REPTILE
LOOKOUT!
LOOKOUT!
BAD BOY
GRAVITY DOG
FORCED EXPOSURE
ARA BABAJIAN
SUNDAY DRIVER
CURVE OF THE EARTH
CHIMP
SINGLES CONTINUED
TEEN ANGELS
VIDALIAS
TIM
CHAZ AND THE MOTORBIKES
WORST CASE SCENARIO
WORKDOGS W/ JON SPENCER
MAD SKILZ
SIX CENTS AND NATALIE / HUFFY
GARBAGE
PAVEMENT
SPDFGH
SLEEPYHEAD
STILLUPSTYPA
BOYS LIFE / GIANTS CHAIR
SILVER SALUTE
BARRINGTON LEVY & BEENIE MAN
PEE CHEES
WHITEY DON
DOWN
GRANDADDY
BRILLIANT CORNERS
JACK LOGAN
CHICKITA
RUBY FALLS
SUMMER HITS
PIPER CUB
JEFF BUCKLEY
MELVINS / GUVNER
MERCY RULE
SERENE DOMINIC
VARIOS
PRETTY MARY SUNSHINE
WITCH HAZEL
STELLAR DWELLER
THUG LIFE
WALTER DANIELS
HOLE

TEEN DREAM
SOMETHING SHE SAID
THURL RAVENSCROFT E.P.
CHAZ AND THE MOTORBIKES
STUDIES IN PESSIMISM
ROBERT KENNEDY BLUES
THE NOD FACTOR
LEARNING TO SHARE E.P.
VOW
FATHER TO A SISTER OF THOUGHT
NIGHTIME
I LOVE YOU THE RAIN
A TAXI TO TJUANA
WORN THIN / EVER PRESENT
SILVER SALUTE
MURDERER
SCENTED GUM
ARTICAL
SOLID STATE
TASTER
GET IT UP GET IT DOWN
OUT OF WHACK
EAT WHEN SOFT TO THE TOUCH
HYSTERIA
1000 MOMENTS OF NATURAL...
CHANCE
SO REAL
PORN SOUNDTRACK
A SIMPLE WORD
WHO ARE YOU NOW, VICTORIA?
RESOLVE
JESSICA
BEESWAX EP
CATLIPS & KITTEQUALITY
HOW LONG WILL THEY MOURN ME?
ARMY OF THE LORD
SOFTER, SOFTEST
SUB POP
DIESEL ONLY
THE WANT ADDS
HELLO
LOOKOUT!
WESTWORLD
BIG BEAT
SUDDEN SHAME
DISCORDANT
MATADOR
DIRT
HOMESTEAD
DRUNKEN FISH
THE WANT ADDS
TEENAGE BURRITO
PRIORITY
LOOKOUT!
JIVE
BONEHEAD
GET-GO
BLISS OUT ENT.
GUILT RIDDEN POP
100% BREAKFAST
SILVER GIRL
SILVER GIRL
SUB POP
COLUMBIA
AMPHETAMINE REPTILE
FAYE
WORRYBIRD
UPRISING
SPONT. UNDERGROUND
GET-GO
BEAR
INTERSCOPE
UNDONE
DGC

good morning, afternoon OR evening... REBOUNDING FROM THE SPECTACLE THAT IS THE CMJ MARATHON, I NEED MORE SLEEP AND/OR EYELID PROPPERS...

WFMU’s semi-annual record show and white sale (we’re selling staff members, too!) will take place on December 2nd and 3rd at Mary Help of Christians (and Non-commercial Radio Stations) Church. This will happen in NYC. More details to follow.

Of further note, for those of you who didn’t read all about it in our program guide, LCD (call me if you didn’t get one), due to the Upsala College closing and bankruptcy proceedings, the building which currently houses our studios and offices is now for sale. Unfortunately, this means we either have to buy it ourselves or move, neither of which are cheap options. I’ll keep you posted as the situation changes.

thanking you eternally,

robin edgerton, music director robin@wfmu.org